
12-Gage “Waxer” Loads

No combat team is complete if it doesn't have at least one member that carries a repeating shotgun as
their primary weapon. The shotgun is amazingly versatile once it is understood. Along with a "basic
load" of various types of "buckshot" shells, the shotgunner should have an assortment of ammo that

is designed and intended for special uses. One of the most versatile of the special-needs loads is what
is being called, "Waxers." Since they must be manufactured by the shotgunner, there is a wide variety
of specific configurations. No matter how the actual assembly is made, what they all have in common
is a devastating effect on whatever they hit! Perhaps the most important aspect of waxers is that you

Do-Not need any special reloading equipment to make them. Even idiots and morons can turn
ordinary shotgun shells into one of the most fearsome types of shotgun loads on the planet! That's a

BIG Deal! It adds new meaning to the term, "waxed!"

This is our suggested Wax Slug library of important knowledge.
It's just a small set of youTube videos everyone should view BEFORE trotting down the wax-slug 
trail. There are things you must understand about them and these guys (in the videos) have 
graciously gone to the trouble to help the rest of us understand this awesome 12-gage shotgun 
cartridge.

While not "complete" by any stretch of imagination, we think these video productions give us a 
nearly complete look into the title subject without so much of the bull-spit that accompanies many 
such videos. Frankly, we think many video "producers" just don't have enough to do. Here we've 
complied what we think of as worth knowing about these amazing loads. Enjoy getting educated!

1. A good intro to the subject to help get interest up. Thingz to know before making/shooting the wax-
slug. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhqosJmUS-0

2. One bad experience to be examined: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnTAr5jqJQI

3. The very BEST system for making the wax slug. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlzpBOVKRL4
Using this tool is the way to insure there is no way to have an experience like the one in the previous 
video.

4. Here is a short (2-mins) video of the guy demonstrating his cool tool.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlzpBOVKRL4 

5. This is a 3-min YouTube video from the guy that makes the "Shell Prepper" tool and other 
associated stuff. As far as we know this is the first time this fellow has made a video that is just an 
advertisement of himself and his stuff. We give this guy a BIG endorsement on the tools for making 
"waxer" slugs and associated stuff.  Check him out here>>> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T_-
kzGaPQg&list=TL5roVe9Oq3wwwODEwMjAxNQ

6. This is a reasonably fair and realistic production on youTube...(8:10 minute video) that offers a 
good comparison of different shotgun loads for in-the-home defensive use. Good to know and 
understand! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C29mEJFFIvo 
We especially like the specific "waxer" load mentioned in the video.
We will not disparage any of the choices or reasoning of these guys.
Everyone must find his own way.
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